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Software Development on the SAP HANA PlatformPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written by a SAP HANA expert, this book takes you from installation to running your own processes in no time. By the end of the course you'll have awesome data retrieval and analytical powers to call on.


	Overview

	
		Learn SAP HANA from an expert
	
		Go from installation and setup to running...
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Practical Data Science Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Over 85 recipes to help you complete real-world data science projects in R and Python


	About This Book

	
		Tackle every step in the data science pipeline and use it to acquire, clean, analyze, and visualize your data
	
		Get beyond the theory and implement real-world projects in data science using...
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Applied Analytics through Case Studies Using SAS and R: Implementing Predictive Models and Machine Learning TechniquesApress, 2018

	Examine business problems and use a practical analytical approach to solve them by implementing predictive models and machine learning techniques using SAS and the R analytical language.  
	


	
		This book is ideal for those who are well-versed in writing code and have a basic understanding of statistics, but have limited...
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User-Centered Computer Aided Language LearningIdea Group Publishing, 2006
In the field of computer aided language learning (CALL), there is a need for emphasizing the importance of the user. User-Centered Computer Aided Language Learning presents methodologies, strategies, and design approaches for building interfaces for a user-centered CALL environment, creating a deeper understanding of the opportunities and...
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Signal processing in electronic communications (Horwood series in engineering science)Horwood, 1997

	This text deals with signal processing as an important aspect of electronic communications in its role of transmitting information, and the language of its expression. It develops the required mathematics in an interesting and informative way, leading to confidence on the part of the reader. The first part of the book focuses on continuous-time...
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Performance Dashboards: Measuring, Monitoring, and Managing Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The Power of FOCUS … Over the past several decades we all have been trying to use information through technology to optimize our businesses and make our lives easier. So why have so many businesses failed and why do most organizations continue to struggle to fi nd that “ competitive advantage ” that will take them to the...
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Hands-On Data Science with Anaconda: Utilize the right mix of tools to create high-performance data science applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop, deploy, and streamline your data science projects with the most popular end-to-end platform, Anaconda

	
		Key Features

		
			Use Anaconda to find solutions for clustering, classification, and linear regression
	
			Analyze your data efficiently with the most powerful data...
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Data Mining Algorithms in C++: Data Patterns and Algorithms for Modern ApplicationsApress, 2017

	Discover hidden relationships among the variables in your data, and learn how to exploit these relationships.  This book presents a collection of data-mining algorithms that are effective in a wide variety of prediction and classification applications.  All algorithms include an intuitive explanation of operation, essential...
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Silicon Germanium: Technology, Modeling, and DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Filled with in-depth insights and expert advice, Silicon Germanium covers all the key aspects of this technology and its applications. Beginning with a brief introduction to and historical perspective of IBM’s SiGe technology, this comprehensive guide quickly moves on to:
	Detail many of IBM’s SiGe technology development...
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Heuristics in Analytics: A Practical Perspective of What Influences Our Analytical World (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Employ heuristic adjustments for truly accurate analysis


	Heuristics in Analytics presents an approach to analysis that accounts for the randomness of business and the competitive marketplace, creating a model that more accurately reflects the scenario at hand. With an emphasis on the importance of proper analytical...
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Mastering Java Machine Learning: Mastering and implementing advanced techniques in machine learningPackt Publishing, 2017

	Become an advanced practitioner with this progressive set of master classes on application-oriented machine learning


	About This Book

	
		Comprehensive coverage of key topics in machine learning with an emphasis on both the theoretical and practical aspects
	
		More than 15 open source Java tools...
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Predictive Analytics: Microsoft ExcelQue, 2012

	Predictive Analytics: Microsoft® Excel


	Excel predictive analytics for serious data crunchers!


	 


	The movie Moneyball made predictive analytics famous: Now you can apply the same techniques to help your...
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